Waikato Whispers
Waikato Hot Air Balloon Club: www.waikatoballoonclub.co.nz Tel:07 856 0060

CLUB NIGHT

Wednesday 3rd August

10 pin bowling 7:30pm at Boulevard

CLUB DAY

Sunday 7th August

to be advised via the club facebook page.

NEWS IN BRIEF
Club Balloon Pins
We have a Club pins for balloon RYB. They are available for purchase by Financial Club
Members for $5 each. Public sales at $10 each.
This is our 4th pin so if you do have the other three – you need to add this to your collection.

Out in the Community
Dave recently went through to
visit the Gate Pa Pre-school.
The morning started with an all
important story before heading
outside to show everyone the
balloon. We think the caregivers
enjoyed it as much as the kids.

Here it was fine and not too cold. Come Friday night for the
Greerton IlluminART and the weather turned out being cold, wet
and windy.

Visiting schools and community groups has been, and will continue to be, an important part of the Club culture.
If you know of any schools or groups wanting us to go along and talk about hot air ballooning – get them to
contact Linda.

For our Younger Members: (Recreated and adapted from Kids Learning Resources by Cameron Balloons)

For our Junior Balloonists:
Here is a facebook page well worth looking through. Thanks to Dianne McKee for posting information on it.
https://www.facebook.com/RGBC2016/ or search for Rio Grande Balloon Camp,

The page has lots of photos, poster and some historic photos of the very first modern day hot air balloon flight
on 22 October 1960.
And a second Balloon Camp page -

https://www.facebook.com/EasternBalloonCamp/?fref=ts

A Long Tether: Anulfo Gonzalez Redondo Hanger Flying: Balloon Life 1996.
Ropes!. I’ve seen better ropes in my shoes than in the equipment of some of my friends, but that was not
the problem this time. It happened one year ago during the filming of an advertising spot in an empty football
(soccer) stadium in Bilbao in northern Spain. The pilot has the highest number of hours in Spain as Pilot-InCommand and has much experience in tethers under all conditions, but he’s the first to claim that this
doesn’t keep him away from the biggest danger: false confidence.
To avoid any damage to the stadium grass, the crew had to carry in all the balloon equipment. In the
process, they left behind something that could have warned them about the wind outside the stadium: the
helium bottle. As they were shielded by the surrounding structure, they felt no wind on the ground, but some
meters above, things were different. To understand the micro-meteorology of this environment, imagine very
wet and cold grass on a sunny day, with the metallic roofs over the seats also being warmed... have you
ever heard the term ‘erratic thermal’?
They had to tether with very long ropes to climb high enough to film most of the stadium, so from the four
17mm diameter, 30m (90 feet) long ropes, the crew made two ropes, each one 60m (180 feet) long.
After a nice inflation, the cameraman got into the basket and they decided to climb some meters to test the
ropes, etc..., but the people involved in the filming didn’t let them see that the ropes were very long! When
the balloon (a 105, not a hopper) reached the upper airstream and began to climb fast, due to false lift, one
of his crew members, also a 105 (Kg)(230 pounds), grabbed one of the two ropes very firmly and began to
climb with them. His added weight had no effect on the vertical speed of the balloon.
Suddenly the upwind rope went tight and the Stubai 2500 Kg carabiner became history. The crew man fell
about 7 meters (22 feet) to the soft ground, and needed medical attention for some days, but was all right.
Imagine a balloon being catapulted over one of the stadium roofs, tied to the ground by only one long rope!
It stopped with the basket less than one meter from the outside edge of the roof and the envelope hanging
over the wall of the stadium... One more meter of rope and it would have been fatal. The incident remains
with us as a bad experience that will, at least, teach us about keeping alert even on those ‘nearly perfect’
days.

Tethering a balloon is more dangerous than free flight because:
1. With inexperienced crew, there is danger during the in-out procedure, the exchange of passengers.
2. Many student pilots tether, because they think it is easy, or because the instructor is tired and
bored. Never do this with passengers.
3. The conditions are less than adequate (wind, site, etc)
I have seen LOTS of incidents with tethers, which happily do not usually result in an accident. I feel we
regard tethering with less respect than we should.

Commercial Pilots:
“A commercial pilot license (CPL), is a qualification that permits the holder to act as a pilot of an aircraft and
be paid for his/her work. The basic requirements to obtain the license and the privileges it confers are agreed
internationally by International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO).
Generally, a CPL-holder is expected to fly to a higher standard than that required of a PPL, and there are
tighter medical and health restrictions.”
Being paid does not mean that a commercial pilot may directly advertise and or directly charge for their
services. Here in New Zealand it means you may work as a commercial pilot and be paid for undertaking that
work by an aviation operator holding an appropriate operating license.
Part 115
Part 121,125,
Part 135, 137,
If I was to hold a commercial balloon license, then to fly for ‘hire or reward’ I would have to be employed by an
aviation operator holding a Part 115 license.
A commercial pilot can charge for instruction and/or operate as an examiner, providing they have the
appropriate ‘rating’ from CAA. To charge for this, the commercial pilot does not have to be employed by an
aviation operator.
A commercial pilot MUST have a biannual flight review and hold a class 1 medical license.
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